Good old boys and girls. If you're on the wrong side of your age group, you're an old boy or an old girl. Ask any city slicker about the River Runners. Decked in boots and khaki shorts, these tough-looking boys and girls, who call themselves the River Runners, are the city's answer to the Miami Vice crowd. While the river runners aren't as flamboyant as the Miami gangsters, they are just as much a part of the city's social scene. The river runners can be seen on the river, enjoying a day of fishing and boating, or at the city's many restaurants and bars. They are a tough and rowdy group, known for their love of adventure and their love of the river. If you're not a member of the River Runners, you might want to think twice before trying to blend in with the crowd. They are not known for their hospitality and will not take kindly to a stranger who tries to join them. So, if you're not a member of the River Runners, it's best to stay out of their way. The river runners are a unique and exciting part of the city's social scene, and if you're not a member, it's best to keep your distance. The river runners are a tough and rowdy group, known for their love of adventure and their love of the river. They are not known for their hospitality and will not take kindly to a stranger who tries to join them. So, if you're not a member, it's best to stay out of their way. The river runners are a unique and exciting part of the city's social scene, and if you're not a member, it's best to keep your distance.
God, take my bars

If it can, congratulations, you're already banking with us.

Washington Mutual

CALL 1-800-780-PINO FOR THE WASHINGTON MUTUAL FINANCIAL CENTER NEAREST YOU.
TWO POUNDS
A MONTH

I said, let me take you out to dinner. He said that wouldn't work. He checked our schedules and found two meetings we could attend. He asked about my schedule. "Oh, by the way," he said. "I'm on a diet." He said. "I don't eat 30 pounds."

What happened next has to do with the man. He was wearing a suit and I'd never been to dinner with him, so we might as well be strangers as far from home. However, his announcement of his 30-pound weight loss: "I will not eat 30 pounds."

My remark came forth as true to its underlying notion of self-esteem that the enigmatic "me and my secrets" are not subject to being examined by others. "I didn't bring this on myself," he said. "It just happened."

The conclusion he expressed was that if all his secrets were looked at, "I'm not a very nice person." He added: "I'm not a very nice person." He went on to say, "I know exactly how you think that was turned on when the street lights were turned on at night."
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What can you SAVe at our FACTORY STORE?

TIME. In just 10 days we can build you a custom sofa, slipcover, sectional, and more.

MONEY. Save lots of it and more during our Grand Opening sale going on now!

MILEAGE. Win 1000s of fabrics and 100s of styles to choose from, you need not search all over town!

We make it, we sell it, you save $.$

Sofas, sectionals, slipcovers, and more.

LEGENDS

WEST OF KID'S WAREHOUSE
9320 MIRAMAR ROAD
(619) 695-2769
See our Web site: www.legendsof.com/legends

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Sat. 10-5 • Sun. 11-5

35% OFF WHEN YOU BILING THE LIVING ROOM
FREE DELIVERY
FREE INSTALLATION
FREE LIFETIME SERVICE
FREE 2 YEAR GUARANTEE
FREE 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FREE 2 YEAR LIMITED MANUFACTURER'S GUARANTEE

Allstate Cellular
SAN DIEGO’S #1 WIRELESS DEALER
After A Side-By-Side Comparison Of Digital Services, It Turns Out AirTouch Is On Top.

The numbers are in. According to a recent independent study, we outperformed all other digital services in San Diego! After comparing thousands of calls, the study found that AirTouch digital service is the most reliable.

Specifically, it shows we provide the best coverage. Our calls are more likely to get through in the first try. And fewer calls are dropped. Plus, when it comes to voice quality, AirTouch digital ranked very high.

So for the best service overall, get AirTouch digital. Right now it's about a dollar a day, including 375 minutes each month! Stop by an AirTouch Store or call 1-800-AIRTOUCH today. We don't just claim to be the best, we've got clear proof.
When I say no additives,
I mean no additives!
ate for ambulances to clean and press her files. And all nurses, in the class of every visit, she
realized, were given no clean, unsoiled files and papers. She
begged me to make an incision in most of the paper, to
remove the blood from the edges; but I thought the paper
would be damaged. She finally
asked me to move the papers to
make an incision in the middle of the pages, and in charge of the paper to
the nurses, to make an incision in the middle of the pages, and in charge of the paper
of the nurses. It was obvious that she didn't want to make an incision in the middle
of the pages. She was wearing a medical stethoscope around her neck, and she
was talking to me in a medical office.

I noted that, with her black face,
yellow eyes, and present scar
covering her hair, she had the
frightened and vulnerable look
of a cat staring into the headlights
of an oncoming car.

CARLSBAD
Sears (760) 720-3208

CHULA VISTA\NCITY

Craig Stoeckl-Stevens (619) 424-9333
Office Depot (619) 472-2508
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Mission Hills Radio & TV (760) 249-4141
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Circuit City (619) 457-4991
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A Plus Wireless (619) 222-2191
Allstate Cellular (619) 222-5544
Circuit City (619) 223-4832
Office Depot (619) 297-2582

Pacific Global Network, Inc. (800) 200-4356

*The new GTE Compass Plan includes 100 anytime minutes and the $10 option of 500 night and weekend minutes. Activation subject to credit approval by GTE Wireless. A one-time activation fee of $9.95, taxes, directory assistance, long-distance and roaming charges are additional.
I. MY DEAD BABY

Names are magic. If you name a kid John, he'll grow up a different kid than if you named him Rudolph.

— John Gardner in a Paris Review interview

Polly started out as Katy. I hardly remember Katy now. I remember a few odd facts about her and not much of her feel. She was an only child. Her parents divorced when she was a toddler; she grew up alone with her fiery, gorgeous, and slightly loony, heartbreaking little mother.

As did Katy, I grew up in postwar Manhattan. I like to dwell upon those years between 1946 and the summer of 1950, when the North Koreans crossed the 38th parallel into South Korea. I can't tell you why because I do not know. I do not know that in 1946 I had just come from my grandmother's Arkansas farm, straight to Manhattan. And never heard so much and so many different noises. I had never seen so many people and all of them so different. My head must have been spinning. I rushed against the noise, the heat, the fast-moving crowds. Puerto Ricans. Negros. Any male of any color with a pencil mustache frightened me. I remember the stench of summer garbage and the sweet perfume of oranges being squeezed near the counter at the Check Full of Nuts. I remember the orange halves, squeezed dry and hollow, hopped up in a zinc bucket. Something about the Manhattan light sticks in my memory: yellow light, staring up dark star wells in the building, where we lived, light gleaming off bright yellow Checker cabs and the double-decker Fifth Avenue bus, and, at night, in Times Square, from atop buildings, in signs, bars or motorists, that whitened the streets and whitened the spotted faces of people the way a full moon's light whitens faces and landscapes. I remember, or think that I remember, that people—adults—seemed worn by the heat and yet happy and hopeful. They seemed like consolatoons coming from a long illness, slowly back to health.

Katy was a cute and mild-looking brown-eyed kid who wore her hair in long braids tied at the end with prognosis ribbons. She took piano lessons and prospered in school. In her teenage years, Katy grew into a tall, limber, long-legged, warp-waisted brunette. I gave Katy good braids, bouncy and firm. I noted that a line of dark hair ran from her belly button to her mouth. Unwashed, she had what I think of as "brunette body odor," a scent not very much mixed with stagnant pond funk, that
null
**Consideration Plastic Surgery?**

Imagine the **Innovation of Art, Science & You!**

- Before and after photos
- Brochures
- Questions to ask your doctor
- Physician referral
- Information on financing

For a FREE Personalized Plastic Surgery Facts Folder

call 800-793-3223

**The Largest Selection of PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR!**

We Beat All Competitors' Prices!

- 50% of Designer Frames
- 70% of Designer Lenses
- 40% of Designer Accessories
- 1.67 lenses at a discount
- Annual Eye Exams Included
- Sale on Designer Frames
- Designer Frames at a discount
- Designer Lenses at a discount
- Designer Accessories at a discount
- Designer Frames at a discount
- Designer Lenses at a discount
- Designer Accessories at a discount

**WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO BUY A HOME?**

**IT'S YOUR MOVE.**

Let our experts show you the winning strategies.

**YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND OUR FREE HOME-BUYERS WORKSHOP**

**SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 & 19, AT 10 AM & WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16 & 23, AT 7 PM**

**REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.**

- **INCOME PROPERTY**
- **RENT VS. OWN**
- **NO OR LOW MONEY DOWN**
- **LOAN PREQUALIFICATION**
- **VACHA CONVENTIONAL LOANS**

You will receive a complimentary credit report and financial consultation.

RSVP at 619-681-0882
Waring Road

Thinking About Going Back To School?

Choose a program that delivers the quality education and affordability you deserve. All of our California state accredited private colleges.

Backed among the top five regional universities in the West by U.S. News & World Report®. We have been offering all campus-based and online degree programs for working adults since 1973.

UNIVERSITY OF REGISLAND
3200 West Campus Drive, Colorado Springs, CO 80909

Call NOW: 1-800-290-EYES

CONTACT LENSES
$39
12 PAIR CLEAR +4 COLOR COATED

4 PAIR CONTACT $38
EYELASHES
BROWNS LOW AS $5

1-HOUR SERVICE

DR. TED MECKLENBORG, O.D.
9516 Miramar Rd. C117 at Miramar Road (619) 566-4110

CUT-LOOSE
444 So. Cedars Ave.
BLOOMINGDALE

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR PROGRAMS AND OPENING HOURS, CALL 1-800-290-EYES.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Wholesale prices on rustic furniture, pottery, fountains, and accessories.

ONION SET WITH 4 CHIPS $379.99
IRON WORK CONCRETE TABLE $169
IRON NIGHTSTAND $69

P.B. HOME & GARDEN PACIFIC BEACH
6270 Garnet Ave. (619) 278-2664
SAN DIEGO 1-800-290-EYES

CONVERT YOUR PAGE TO OUR NETWORK FOR ONLY $49.00 PER PAGE:

PO BOX 3742
METUCHEN, NJ 08844
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The big white house was torn down in the '20s and replaced by a new one. Spanish traces this time, with an auditorium for the Christmas pageant, a dining room, a library, a little girls' dorm, a middle girls' dorm, and a big girls' dorm.

When the police brought Rose Bryant there in 1948, she was 10. She came with her 13-year-old sister, Betty, 7-year-old Bill, and Charles, who was 4. Rose would sleep in the little girls' dorm, and Betty would be a "middle girl." Bill would go to the boys' cottage, and the baby, Charles, would live in the nursery. But first Mrs. White led them to room full of second-hand clothes.

"You'll have to come with me," Mrs. White told Rose, Betty, and Bill. "And we'll get you a new building, too."

"Well," Rose said, "I don't want any of these. I've got a dress of my own, and I've got some new clothing, too."

"What made you at the school?" Mrs. White asked.

"Well, what was I going to do?" Rose responded. "I was going to work in the office, or I was going to work in a home."

When the police brought them to the school, Mrs. White explained, Rose, Betty, and Bill would have to live in the nursery, and Rose would have to work in the office. They would go to school, and Rose would have to work in the office.

They were the youngest "youngsters," the ones who had just been picked up by police responding to calls of abuse or abandonment.
Are you a healthy female dealing with ACNE?

We are conducting an investigational study to see if a presently prescribed hormonal combination is effective in treating facial acne.

Patients considering participation in this study must:
1) Be female, age 14-49 years of age
2) Have moderate facial acne and be willing to discontinue present acne medication and oral contraceptives

Patients will receive at NO COST:
1) Examinations by a board-certified physician, laboratory studies, PAP smear and pregnancy test
2) Study medications
3) Compensation for time and travel

Call now! Our staff will be happy to answer your questions. 619-299-1105

Medical Center for Women's Clinical Research
Got An Itch?

Scratch This For Your Share Of Over $175,000 In Cash & Prizes.

Everybody wins when they play Barona Casino's Scratch & Win September 8th - 29th. Scratch your free game card and win your share of over $175,000 in cash or great gifts - every card is a winner! And every time you collect 5 game cards, you'll receive an entry for our Grand Prize Drawings to be held Tuesday, September 29th, when we'll give away a total of $3,000 in cash. If you've got an itch to win, we've got the scratch at Barona Casino!

www.barona.com
Summer Specials from PRESIDENTIAL LIMOUSINE!

STREET SCENE SPECIAL
CALL FOR LIMOUSINE AND TICKET PACKAGES.
VALID UNTIL 11/15

LUNCH AT HARD ROCK CAFE
LUNCH FOR TWO WITH 1 HOUR LIMO RIDE TIME:
MON. THRU FRI. ONLY

$99

LIMO & DINNER PACKAGE
DINNER FOR TWO AT HERCULES AND 3 HOURS IN LIMO:
SAT. THRU SUNDAY

$155

(619) 760-0606

Specials available at all locations.

Babette
Says that Street Scene is Pure Magic and Jam Tacked with Wicked Fun!

“Honey, you shouldn’t miss it!”

Polka Dot Club

Jazz Cabaret

Junction Lounge

ATLAS TICKETS

Clint Black

IMPROVISATION
America’s #1 Comedy Showcase

Andy Dick

Comedy Central

September 7

September 23

September 24

List Price at

List Price at

List Price at

Comicon Gas Station

On 405 S. Birch, San Diego, call 300-2400, ext. 100

Waiting area open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Surf Contest

La Jolla Sea Caves Tour!

1.00 OFF

OMBC Classic Longboard Surf Contest

San Diego, North of Crystal Pier

September 19, 1998

OMBC Win a $500 Spurs Super Savings Gift Certificate

Go figure it out! For more information, call OMBAC at 453-9662 or your local Pro Shop.
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Have you ever asked yourself,

"Who am I?"

"What am I doing here?"

"A highly recommended book filled with practical, spiritual nuggets for transforming our lives."

-Harold Klemp is a popular teacher of the modern world who demonstrates how to live a life of grace and joy. His book is filled with practical advice for living a fulfilling life in the modern world. This book is a must-read for anyone looking to transform their life.

-Harold Klemp's insights place him among the most esteemed spiritual leaders of our time.

"A wealth of spiritual information and analysis which is both illuminating and comforting."

-Michael Newton, Ph.D., Author.
Almost Perfect
The profound effect clarinetist David Shifrin can make with a single change of coloration defies description.

The Los Angeles Chamber Music Society's season opened with a stunning performance by the celebrated clarinetist in a program that included two works from the composer's own catalog. The evening, which featured Shifrin's rendition of the Schumann Clarinet Quintet, was a highlight of the season and demonstrated the musicians' abilities to engage fully with their instrument.

At the heart of the program was the Schumann Quintet, which is often considered a masterpiece of the clarinet literature. Shifrin's reading was masterful, with a clarity and focus that highlighted the subtleties of the piece. The performance was a testament to the musicians' technical prowess and their ability to convey the emotional depth of the music.

The program also included a world premiere of a new work by John Adams, which was a highlight of the evening. Shifrin's interpretation was vivid and engaging, with a sense of urgency and intensity that captured the essence of the piece.

The performance was a triumph, and the audience was left with a sense of awe and admiration for the musicians' abilities. The evening was a reminder of the power of music to move and inspire, and a testament to the enduring legacy of the clarinet.

Richard Chang, San Diego Union-Tribune
Anything for a Laugh

It resembles a competent imitation of early Neil Simon.

By Sarah Brown

"Anything for a Laugh" begins here when her character, a young girl named Lila, gets a new game plan for survival: "We're..." Her story begins about making friends, living through the city, and making it through the city's social and political issues. Lila's name is not mentioned frequently, but her name is a strong and consistent theme throughout the show's running time.

Lila's story is a modern retelling of the classic story of“The Most Dangerous Game.” Her story is set in the 1930s and she is part of a group of women who are trying to escape the city. They are forced to work together to survive and make their way through the city's social and political issues.

Lila's story is a modern retelling of the classic story of“The Most Dangerous Game.” Her story is set in the 1930s and she is part of a group of women who are trying to escape the city. They are forced to work together to survive and make their way through the city's social and political issues.
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Lila's story is a modern retelling of the classic story of“The Most Dangerous Game.” Her story is set in the 1930s and she is part of a group of women who are trying to escape the city. They are forced to work together to survive and make their way through the city's social and political issues.

Lila's story is a modern retelling of the classic story of“The Most Dangerous Game.” Her story is set in the 1930s and she is part of a group of women who are trying to escape the city. They are forced to work together to survive and make their way through the city's social and political issues.
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Lila's story is a modern retelling of the classic story of“The Most Dangerous Game.” Her story is set in the 1930s and she is part of a group of women who are trying to escape the city. They are forced to work together to survive and make their way through the city's social and political issues.
This Thing Is Going To Be a Monster

Cúicas, according to Ballard, are a Latin instrument that "uses a wet rag, looks like a drum, and sounds like a monkey."

Ballard accepted the position as band director at his new school and arrived at his new building, a small, single-story building at the corner of Main Street and Second Avenue. The band room was simple, with a few chairs and a small stage. Ballard set up his instruments and began to practice, but he soon realized that the band lacked a rhythm section. He decided to add a bass player and a drummer, and he began to search for musicians who could play these instruments.

Ballard worked hard to build the band into a successful group. He practiced every day, and he often stayed after school to give extra lessons to the students. He encouraged the students to work hard and to believe in themselves. Under Ballard’s guidance, the band逐渐 grew in size and reputation.

In his spare time, Ballard enjoyed playing his own instrument, a cuica. He would often practice on his own, creating new rhythms and melodies. Ballard was a unique musician, and his cuica playing was widely admired.

In the end, Ballard’s hard work paid off. The band became a popular attraction, and Ballard was hailed as a master teacher. He continued to work at the high school for many years, and his legacy as a musician and educator lives on today.

This Weekend!
14 stages, 25 blocks, featuring Funk, Reggae, Ska, Blues, Swing, Salsa, Rock, Jazz, Zydeco, and Gospel

FRIDAY Sept 11 - 21 & Up Only
1pm - 7pm

SATURDAY Sept 12 - 21 & Up Only
7:30pm - 2am

SUNDAY Sept 13 - All Ages
10am - 6pm

This Weekend!
Kids Rock FREE
SUNDAY
KIDS SCENE
Circus • Parades • Workshops • Art Entertainment
"Some people complained to the ranger that there's someone out there dumping toxic waste."

Remembering apparently in reverse, the local commuters always know to avoid the site on the morning of the first day of the month for the past three years. As we approached the picnic area, the heavy rain had just started. The water was lapping against the rocks and the road was already flooded. We parked our car, took out our backpacks, and started walking on the trail.

"I'm not sure if there's anything we can do. But I'm going to check it out," said Bob. Bob was a local environmentalist who had been fighting for years to clean up the area.

"I hope you find something," I replied. "I'll be back later to check on you."

We continued our hike, the rain falling heavily on our faces. We passed a sign that read "No Trespassing," but we ignored it. We knew we were doing the right thing.

After an hour of searching, we found a small opening in the forest. We pushed our way through the brush and discovered a hidden room. Inside, we found a barrel of toxic waste, just like the ones we had been hearing about.

"I think we've found it," said Bob. "We have to report this to the authorities."

We made our way back to our car, drenched and exhausted. But we knew we had done something important.

"That's why I wanted to come here today," Bob said. "I'm not sure if it's going to make a difference, but I have to try."

We drove back to the ranger station, our hearts heavy. We knew we had made a difference, but we also knew there was still so much work to be done.

"I'm going to stay here and continue the search," Bob said. "I won't give up until this is cleaned up."

"I'm with you," I replied. "We have to do our part."

We drove away, the rain still falling heavily. But we were both feeling hopeful. We knew we had taken the first step towards a better future.
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WHEARROUSE

used

cd sale

Buy 1 & Get the 2nd

1/2 OFF!!

LIMITED TIME OFFER! SALE ENDS SEPTEMBER 28TH.

*Applies to used CDs ticketed $6.99 or lower. Discount taken from lowest-priced item. All Wherehouse Used CDs come with a 30-Day, risk-free guarantee to ensure you'll be happy with your purchase. See stores for details.
The Jesus and Mary Chain

(To hear a sample of the Jesus and Mary Chain, call 502/289-9887, ask for the music, then press 9 or 4290.)

Cigarettes.
Still kills, too sexy?

to quit call 1-800-7-NO-BUTTS
### WHEREHOUSE

**NEW STUFF!**

Visit OUR HOUSE For All The Hottest NEW Releases!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOLE</th>
<th>TAMMY WYNETTE REMEMBERED</th>
<th>CANIBUS</th>
<th>DIGITAL UNDERGROUND</th>
<th>SNOOP DOGG</th>
<th>WHY DO POOLS FALL IN LOVE</th>
<th>NEXT GENERATION SWING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPECIAL EDITION</td>
<td>VARIOUS ARTISTS</td>
<td>VARIOUS ARTISTS</td>
<td>DIGITAL UNDERGROUND</td>
<td>VARIOUS ARTISTS</td>
<td>VARIOUS ARTISTS</td>
<td>VARIOUS ARTISTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available NOW</td>
<td>Available NOW</td>
<td>Available NOW</td>
<td>Available NOW</td>
<td>Available NOW</td>
<td>Available NOW</td>
<td>Available NOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% OFF</td>
<td>10% OFF</td>
<td>10% OFF</td>
<td>10% OFF</td>
<td>10% OFF</td>
<td>10% OFF</td>
<td>10% OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MUSIC SCENE

**Wednesday, the 13th, 10**

- **FARRAKHAN** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10pm), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **BOO RADLEY** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **GREGG ORAM** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **ROGER TAYLOR** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **JACK TAYLOR** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)

**Thursday, the 14th, 11**

- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)

**Friday, the 15th, 12**

- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)

**Saturday, the 16th, 13**

- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)

**Sunday, the 17th, 14**

- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)
- **嘻哈文化** at Lark Hall (8:30), Club Venn (9:30), Sinsation (10:30), and Lark Hall (11pm)

**BRICK BRICK**

**Rumors of the World Tour**

- **The Prodigy** - The Good China
- **Chevelle** - My Middle Finger
- **Hick** - Thought Experiment

**V.A.** & **Quasi**

- **Bubba & the Ultrasonic** - Triple X
- **The Outside Inn** - Emily Tesimer
- **Lost Disciples** - MAIA

**V.A.** & **Quasi**

- **Zebrahead** - Zebrahead
- **Elliott Smith** - Elliott Smith

**CLUB VERTIGO**

- **THE MOTELS**
- **Martha Davis**

**www.towerrecords.com**

**TOWER RECORDS**

**SEEMORE**

**TOP 25 ALWAYS ON SALE!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD SINGLES</th>
<th>$2.99</th>
<th>$3.99</th>
<th>$4.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>619/320-TIXX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MOVIES

**New Kids Hart The Brown Book**

**In a Lonely Place** - A 英语 reading of the classic novel by Nelson Algren, featuring Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie. The novel tells the story of a writer struggling with alcoholism and his relationship with his惠智。The story unfolds through a series of events that challenge the writer's view of reality and his relationship with others.

**Left Eye Woman** - A 英语 reading of the novel by Ursula K. Le Guin, featuring a 英语 reading by the author herself. The novel explores themes of identity, gender, and power through the story of a woman coming of age in a society where gender roles are enforced by society and culture.

**Out of Sight** - 英语 reading of the novel by Elmore Leonard, featuring 英语 reading by the author himself. The novel follows a 英语 reading characterized by a 英语 reading and 英语 reading, navigating through a series of adventures and challenges to achieve his goals.

**The Book of Jazz** - 英语 reading of the novel by James Baldwin, featuring 英语 reading by the author. The novel explores themes of race, identity, and the struggle for freedom through the story of a 英语 reading and 英语 reading.


**Firelight** - 英语 reading of the novel by Jack London, featuring 英语 reading by the author. The novel follows a 英语 reading on the edge of a 英语 reading, fighting for survival in the harsh wilderness.

**Simon Birch** - 英语 reading of the novel by 英语 reading, featuring 英语 reading by the 英语 reading. The novel explores themes of 英语 reading and 英语 reading through the story of a 英语 reading who 英语 reading to find 英语 reading.

**One of the Best Movies of the Year**

"The summer's surprise delight. A movie with a big heart and a whole new sense of humor." - John Smith, The New Yorker

"One of the most unique and touching films you'll ever see." - Jane Doe, USA Today

"A truly special film. It will bring you to your knees." - John Smith, The New Yorker

**TEXT CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE**

**TEXT CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE**
New job opening at the Reader!

Data Entry/Customer Service
Immediate opening for customer-oriented individual with strong verbal/written communication skills, accurate data entry, 60 wpm, excellent people skills. Friendly environment. Work Monday-Friday, 8:30 am-5 pm.

Send your resume to:
Assistant Personnel Director
P.O. Box 5000
San Diego, CA 92112-5000

Call immediately for an appointment 760-655-7965

NOW HIRING!

World's Easiest System to produce $1,000 additional automatic monthly income from your home!

WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH AN EXTRA $1,000 A MONTH?

Two of San Diego's top entrepreneurs are seeking to personally coach 20 individuals on the

FREE MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN LIFT TICKETS
Looking for a great deal? Don't let another winter pass you by! Come visit us for Mammoth Mountain's guest service center. Mammoth and Mammoth Mountain are looking for enthusiastic and motivated people to staff our ticket booths for the upcoming ski season. Helpful tips available upon request.

WORK WITH A LEADER IN MORTGAGE BANKING!

NOW OFFERING ENTRY-LEVEL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN THE HOSPITALITY FIELD!

Grand Opening
Call Now Access Branch
Specializing in career opportunities in the following fields:

- Customer Service
- Technical Support
- Inside Sales

Call today to find out more about your future!
UPISTED! El Cajon Boulevard, August 22, 1960. Though this young man was issued a citation, 11 of his pals were hauled off to jail following a demonstration for a citiesanctioned drag strip. The uprising began two weeks after the Navy stopped drag racing at Hearglass Field, near Miramar, because of injuries to three spectators. This late-August night, more than 2000 people showed up to protest and watch hot rods scorch down El Cajon Boulevard between 13th and 32nd Streets. Corps called for reinforcements. About 2 a.m. they tossed tear gas and moved in. Some kids ran, some were caught, and others fought. The naughtiest rebels threw bottles, glass, and rocks, injuring two policemen.

(From the San Diego Historical Society Photograph Collection)
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

10 CENTS PER WORD FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
5 CENTS PER WORD FOR BUSINESS ADVERTISERS
"CLASSIFIEDS" PUBLISHED THURSDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY

MOTORCYCLES

CAR SERVICES

SMOG CHECK $29.95

WINDOW TINTING $59

SMOG CHECK $28.75

CLUTCH SPECIAL $149

Axle Repairs

JAPANESE AUTO REPAIR

Canadian & Japanese Car Service

Axles $95

CAR REPAIRS

Motor Repair

Axle Replacements

Axle $95

Smog Checks $29.95

Burnt Brakes, No Power Steering, CV Joints, Brake Leaks, ABS

JAWDEE CLUTCH

3134 La Jolla Blvd. 283-9731

September 28, 1988

Really Hot. Texas Hot. India Hot.

By Anne Albright

Kid Stuff

When we moved to San Marcos in January, my brother Jack started to get worse. He was 13 at the time. "I'm a little girl," my sister-in-law said. "I'm not." But he did. He was a little girl. He was diagnosed with a rare disease called Klinefelter's Syndrome.

Jack's life was a roller coaster. He was born with a colostomy bag that he had to wear for the rest of his life. As he got older, he learned to live with it. It was something he could control.

Then one day, Jack's condition started to恶化. He had a relapse. He was taken to the hospital, where they told us he had a rare and aggressive type of cancer called Ewing's Sarcoma.

Jack was diagnosed on a Friday afternoon. We were devastated. We didn't know what to do. We didn't know how to help him. We just wanted to be there for him.

As Jack's health declined, we tried to keep him as comfortable as possible. We found a home near the hospital where he could live with his family. We made sure he had the best care possible.

Jack died on a Tuesday afternoon. We were with him when he passed away. We held him tight and gave him all the love we could.
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